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THE PERUVIAN NORTH CENTRAL COAST DURING 
THE EARLY INTERMEDIATE PERIOD: 

AN EMERGING PERSPECTIVE 

Richard E. Daggett 
Massachusetts 

The purpose of this paper is to present evidence relevant to the Early 
Intermediate Period settlement of the North Central Coast of Peru. Evidence 
will initially take the form of a historical review of pertinent research conduc
ted in this area. This data base will be used to test the idea that during most 
of the Early Intermediate Period, the occupation of the North Central Coast 
was concentrated in the upper valley and was linked to the highlands. Data 
from excavations conducted elsewhere in Peru will then be presented in support 
of this idea. A brief discussion of the North Central Coast and the Early 
Intermediate Period follows. 

Definitions 

The North Central Coast (Figure 1) has been defined on cultural-historical 
grounds as that part of the Peruvian coast which includes the Nepefta, Casma, 
Culebras, and Huarmey Valleys (Lanning 1967:32; Willey 1971:87; Daggett 1984:78, 
Figure 3-1). I have expanded this list to include the Lacramarca and Seco 
Valleys (Daggett 1984:20, Figure 2-1, p. 21). The Lacramarca, Seco, and 
Culebras Valleys are formed by third class rivers which, because they fall in 
the zone of periodic or variable rains, are characterized by a flow which is 
both scant and rare (Kroeber 1930:74). The North Central Coast as a whole 
suffers from limited rainfall and it is unique in being the only part of the coast 
which lacks a first class river, or one originating in the continental watershed 
(Ibid:74-75). The presence of an eastern intermontane valley formed by a river 
which ultimately flows to the Pacific is partially responsible for this local 
coastal hydrology. 

The Santa is a first class river, the upper part of which flows northward, 
dividing the sierra and forming the Callejon de Huaylas. The Nepefta, Casma, 
and Huarmey Valleys are formed by second class rivers which originate in the 
Cordillera Negra, the rain-scarce western slopes of this intermontane valley 
(Adams 1906; c.f. Kroeber 1930:74-75). Finally, the northern-most Central Coast 
valley, Fortaleza, is also formed by a second class river with its headwaters in 
the Cordillera Negra (Figure 2). 

The Early Intermediate Period (EIP) follows the Early Horizon (EH) (Rowe 
1960:628-629) and dates ca. 100 B.C. - A.O. 600. The Early Horizon is char
acterized by cultural diversity and increasing regional development. Cultures 
have been defined for the North Coast, the North Central Highlands, and the 
Central Coast based upon a study of EIP ceramic styles, architectural practices, 
and general patterns of settlement.1 

Those cultures best known for the North and Central Coasts during the 
earlier part of this time period are Gallinazo (Ford 1949; Willey 1953: 101-177) 
and Miramar (Patterson 1966:98-101) respectively. Their stylistic equivalent in 
the North Central Highlands is Huaras (Lanning 1965; Lumbreras l 974a:85-86, 
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Figure 1. The North Central Coast of Peru. 
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1974b:39, 50-51). The Moche conquest of Gallinazo during the latter part of the 
EIP (Moche III-IV} has been well documented (Topic 1982:270, 272-273), while 
Gordon Willey (I 971: 142-143) has proposed a political unification of the Central 
Coast centering on the Lima Culture during this period (Figure 3). 

The Moche occupation of the North Coast has been divided into five phases 
(Larco H. 1948), only the first four of which date to the EIP (e.g. Topic 1982:-
256). The political unification of the North Coast was achieved toward the end 
of this time period during phases III and IV. Both Moche and Lima are charac
terized by the construction of large adobe pyramids (Lanning 1967:ll7). In this 
they differ from Recuay, which was the highland successor of Huaras (Lanning 
1965), and which was essentially contemporary with Moche (Grieder 1978:75, 
Table 10) and Lima. Instead, Recuay is characterized by the construction of 
tombs (Amat 0. 1976:535) and the creation of distinctive stone sculpture 
(Schaedel 1948). 

To summarize, the North Central Coast consists of six valleys (Lacramarca, 
Nepefia, Casma, Seco, Culebras, and Huarmey) and it is bordered on the north 
by the Santa Valley, on the east by the Callejon de Huaylas, and on the south 
by the Fortaleza Valley. The EIP has been described as a time during which 
political unification was ultimately achieved on the North and Central Coasts. 
Finally, specific EIP cultures have been identified for the coastal and highland 
areas which border the North Central Coast. 

History of North Central Coast EIP Research 

Research focused upon an earlier time period inadvertently shed light on the 
nature of the settlement of the North Central Coast during the EIP. In 1933, 
Julio Tello excavated the site of Punkuri (PV31-10) in the middle Nepefia Valley 
(Figure 4). He uncovered an occupational sequence there which spanned from 
Chavin to Moche (Tello 1933a). He had delayed excavating Punkuri for a 
number of years because of his admitted lack of interest in what he thought 
was a Moche site (Tello 1933b). His success in documenting Chavin in Nepefia 
led him to work in Casma and one result was the discovery there of Moche 
vessels in local collections (Tello 1956:308, Figure 141). This prompted the 
conclusion that both the Nepefia and Casma Valleys had fallen within the sphere 
of Moche influence (Bennett 1946:100). 

During the l 940's there was a decided emphasis on Chavin research in Peru 
(Schaedel and Shimada 1982), and it was not until 1950 that EIP research was 
seriously begun on the North Central Coast. At that time Richard Schaedel 
(1951) conducted a coastal survey aimed at determining the extent of Moche 
influence. He was led to the ruins of Pafiamarca (PV31-38) in the middle 
Nepefia Valley, and his excavations there confirmed earlier suspicions (Soriano I. 
1941:265) that this impressive adobe pyramid indeed dated to Moche times. 

The Casma Valley was included in Schaedel's survey as well, but his report 
makes no mention of Moche discoveries there. This apparent absence of a 
Moche occupation in Casma was supported by a subsequent survey conducted by 
Donald Collier and Donald Thompson. They surveyed the lower to middle 
valley, utilized aerial photography, and concentrated on architectural sites 
nearly to the exclusion of looted cemeteries (Thompson 1974:9). In spite of the 
Moche artifacts reported by Tello, they were unable to find any evidence for a 
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Moche occupation in Casma, nor a Lima or local equivalent (Collier 1960:415; 
Thompson 1962:297-298). They concluded that there were no major sites or 
pyramids dating to the EIP in Casma and that the EIP occupation there would 
likely prove to be both small and rural (Thompson 1962:299). 

Thompson continued working on the North Central Coast, first conducting 
research in Culebras in 1959 (Tabio E. 1977: l 00) and then continuing the syste
matic survey of Huarmey begun the year before by Ernesto Tabio and Duccio 
Bonavia (Ibid:99-100). Thompson completed his survey of Huarmey in 1965. 
Rare finds of Moche pottery (Ibid:l12-113) and the absence of architecture 
attributable to Moche, Lima, or a local cultural equivalent led him to conclude 
that this valley, like Casma, had probably been occupied by a simple rural 
culture during the EIP (Thompson 1966:544). 

In 1967, Donald Proulx began a systematic survey of the Nepefta Valley. 
With the aid of aerial photographs, he was able to document a Recuay occupa
tion at the upper valley ceremonial site of Huancarpon (PV31-59) (Proulx 
1968:100-101). In addition, he found evidence for a Recuay burial near Pafta
marca in the middle valley (Ibid:l00).2 Though he also found a few more 
Moche sites in the middle valley, the apparent paucity of EIP sites overall led 
him to conclude that the Moche and Recuay occupations of the valley were 
limited (Ibid:27-30). 

The following year, 1968, Rosa Fung and Carlos Williams (1977) worked in 
the Sechin or northern branch of the upper Casma Valley. Based upon an 
analysis of archaeological remains, they proposed a valley sequence which 
included highland influence in the early EIP phases and local development in 
the later phases of EIP occupation (Ibid: 13 7, 143 ). Their early date for the 
Casma culture is not supported by the Nepefta data, however, which suggest 
instead a post-EIP date for this culture (C. Daggett 1983; Proulx 1973:61 ). 

Proulx continued his survey of Nepefta in 1973, documenting more Moche 
sites in the middle valley (Proulx 1973:40-44) but failing to find more Recuay 
sites. He concluded that the Moche occupation of Nepefta was heavily concen
trated in the middle valley and essentially Moche IV in date (Ibid:48). Data for 
the non-Moche EIP settlement of the valley were limited to two Recuay sites 
and a few Gallinazo ceramics seen in local collections (Ibid:3 l ). 

In 1979, Proulx invited me to assist him in a concentrated survey of the 
upper Nepefta Valley. A principal result was our discovery of a significant 
number of Recuay ridgetop sites. This led us to the realization that the valley 
had experienced distinct upper valley Recuay and lower to middle valley Moche 
occupations (Proulx 1982). I continued working in the upper valley in 1980-1981 
and now present certain conclusions about the nature of the settlement of the 
valley at the end of the EH and the beginning of the Early Intermediate Period. 

The upper valley site of Huancarpon appears to be a late EH ceremonial 
center which remained occupied during the EIP (R. Daggett 1983, 1984:295-297, 
351-353). The existence of earlier public architecture there explains why Huan
carpon is the only Recuay site in the valley clearly visible from a study of 
aerial photographs. The upper valley is rich in EIP sites and among the new 
sites that I found there are a few that were occupied during Moche times 
(Daggett 1984: Appendix A; Proulx 1982). Their discovery serves to establish 
the expected valley-wide Moche occupation of Nepefta (Topic 1982:279) and 
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conforms to previously observed patterns in that this occupation was both late 
EIP in occurrance and heavily concentrated in the middle valley.3 

The most important of the newly documented EIP sites in Nepefia are the 
contiguous upper valley ridgetop sites of Cerro Chacuascucho West (PV31-184) 
and Cerro Chacuascucho East (PV31-185). The former appears to date to the 
start of the EIP while the latter became important later during this period 
(Daggett 1985). Information from these sites and from previous surveys 
suggests that the pre-Moche occupation of Nepefia was upper valley ridgetop in 
kind and highland in orientation. The absence of a Gallinazo or Gallinazo-like 
occupation in the lower valley (Ibid) supports this conclusion as does the data 
obtained from Lacramarca. 

David Wilson recently conducted a systematic survey of the Santa Valley 
which he extended southward to include the mouth of the Rio Lacramarca. The 
EIP occupation of this part of the Lacramarca Valley consists of a Moche III-IV 
settlement which was not preceded by a Gallinazo one (Wilson 1981:52-53). The 
absence of a demonstrable Gallinazo occupation in Lacramarca and Nepefia in 
contrast with evidence for just such an occupation in Santa (Donnan 1973:125; 
Wilson 1981:47-52) strongly suggests that the North Central Coast was essen
tially isolated from North Coast influences until late in the EIP; that is, not 
before Moche III-IV times. 4 Finally, recent work in Casma and Huarmey makes 
it clear that valleys to the south of Nepefia remained all but unaffected by 
North Coast traditions even during Moche times. 

Three Moche or Recuay-influenced vessels have been excavated by Tom and 
Shelia Pozorski from an intrusive burial at an EH site in the lower Casma 
Valley (Pozorski and Pozorski 1981:44-46, Figure 35). This discovery serves to 
validate the presence of such artifacts in Casma but provides little information 
regarding the nature and extent of the resident population responsible for their 
interment. 

In the Huarmey Valley, a total of twenty-one (21) sites have thus far been 
assigned to the EIP by Bonavia, each of which he describes carefully, though 
artifactual detail remains scanty (Bonavia 1982: Appendix). Ten Moche sites are 
discussed, six of which represent limited reoccupations of earlier sites, while 
three of the remaining four were reoccupied during the subsequent Middle 
Horizon. The one single component site is a Moche III cemetery (Ibid:424). As 
for the eleven non-Moche sites, all are multi-component in nature, one is an 
upper valley Recuay terraced habitation (Ibid:421), and another may be similar 
to Cerro Chacuascucho East in Nepefia (Ibid:430).5 Despite Bonavia's continuing 
efforts, then, the survey of Huarmey has not yet led to a breakthrough in the 
understanding of the EIP settlement of the valley. 

To briefly summarize, serious research on the nature of the EIP settlement 
of the North Central Coast did not begin until the l 950's. Though the docu
mentation of the Moche settlement in Nepefia was an anticipated result, the 
absence of Moche or Lima evidence in Casma and Huarmey was not. Subsequent 
efforts to ascertain the nature of the EIP occupation of these latter two valleys 
has proven difficult. Recent work in Nepena has led to the realization that 
there was a significant pre-Moche upper valley ridgetop occupation there with 
links to the highlands. Whether the North Central Coast as a whole was linked 
to the highlands during the EIP remains to be demonstrated, but preliminary 
data support this model. 
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An Emerging Perspective - Frontier Evidence 

Evidence is available from the northern, eastern, and southern frontiers of 
the North Central Coast which hints at a high degree of interaction between 
this part of the coast and the neighboring Callejon de Huaylas. On the 
northern frontier, the Santa Valley experienced a marked Recuay occupation 
(Wilson 1981 :48, 51 ), in addition to the Gallinazo and Moche occupations already 
mentioned. This Recuay occupation was heaviest in the upper valley (Ibid:48) 
and, as in Nepefta, the advent of the Moche conquest was accompanied by a 
major shift in settlement patterning (Ibid:53). In contrast, Recuay evidence is 
rare in Viru, one valley removed from and to the north of Santa (Strong and 
Evans 1952:348-351; Topic and Topic 1982:9), though evidence does exist in Viru 
for a major Gallinazo development (e.g. Willey 1953:31). These data suggest 
that Santa maintained strong coastal and highland cultural traditions during the 
EIP while adjoining valleys to the north and south emphasized coastal and 
highland cultural traditions respectively. 

On the Central Coast, the Chancay Valley marks the northern limit of Lima 
expansion (Willey 1971:142-143). Given the absence of information concerning 
the EIP settlement of the Fortaleza, Pativilca, and Supe Valleys (Thompson 
1966:544), data recovered from other Central Coast valleys takes on added 
importance. Recent excavations which have been conducted at Villa el Salvador 
on the Tablada de Lurin (Stothert 1980; Stothert and Ravines 1977) and at 
Vegueta in the lower Huaura Valley (Shady and Ruiz 1979a, 1979b) have served 
to broaden knowledge about the nature of the early EIP occupation of the 
Central Coast. 

The EH ceramic assemblages of the Central Coast are characterized by 
neckless jars, bottles, and plastic decorative techniques. The EIP assemblages, 
however, are characterized by a marked decrease in all of these features and a 
concommitant increase in painted decoration and necked jars with strap 
handles.6 Artifacts found at Vegueta compare favorably with those excavated 
at Villa el Salvador (Shady and Ruiz l 979a:56). This observation suggests a 
similarity in artifact assemblage for sites along the Central Coast during the 
early EIP. Support for this idea comes from a third site in the lower Chancay 
Valley which was excavated decades before (Willey 1943). Banos de Boza is 
known to have been occupied at the start of the EIP (Patterson 1966:110), and 
the necked jars with strap handles found there are similar to those found at 
both Vegueta (Shady and Ruiz 1979a:54, 58) and Villa el Salvador (Stothert 
1980:288; Stothert and Ravines 1977:188). Further comparative analysis suggests 
that this similarity in artifact assemblage may be extended to the North Central 
Coast by way of the North Central Highlands. 

The artifacts found at Vegueta have been compared with artifacts found in 
the highlands. In general, they are said to be like those typically found at 
Huaras sites in the Callejon de Huaylas and most like those which distinguish 
the Higueras occupation at Kotosh (Shady and Ruiz 1979a:58). Excavations at 
Kotosh have produced a distinctive set of EIP artifacts (Izumi and Sano 
1963: 156-158) comparable not only to those excavated at Vegueta but also to 
those found on the surface at Cerro Chacuascucho East in Nepefia (Daggett 
1985). In particular, the large mortars, ceramic spoons, and necked jars with 
strap handles found at Cerro Chacuascucho East are very similar to those found 
at Kotosh. In view of this fact, it is suggested that artifacts distinctive of the 
early EIP occupation of the Casma, Seco, Culebras, and Huarmey Valleys will 
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likely bear a resemblance to artifacts found on Cerro Chacuascucho East in 
Nepe1la. As to the projected location and configuration of as yet undocumented 
sites in these four valleys, their setting at higher elevations and on ridgetops is 
expected. 

Finally, Recuay sites have been reported for the eastern frontier along the 
slopes of the Cordillera Negra; specifically, the upper tributary regions of the 
Nepefia (Gambini 1975:120), Casma (Smith 1978:46), and Huarmey (Schaedel 1948) 
Rivers. I have already discussed the strong Recuay occupations of the upper 
Santa and Nepefia Valleys and the lack of evidence for a Moche or Lima 
occupation in the lower to middle Casma and Huarmey Valleys. These facts 
support the idea that there was an upper valley Recuay occupation of the entire 
North Central Coast. 

Concluding Remarks 

To conclude, large adobe pyramids situated at lower elevations characterize 
the EIP settlement of the North Coast and the Central Coast. Researchers had 
assumed a similar EIP settlement of the North Central Coast. Hence, research 
strategies were developed which emphasized the discovery of ruins with high 
visibility and relatively easy access. This approach succeeded only in the 
Nepefia Valley and this fact suggested that other North Central Coast valleys 
had experienced a rural occupation. However, the occupation of the lower to 
middle Nepefia Valley is now known to date late in the EIP and it was preceded 
by an upper valley rural occupation linked to the highlands. 

Mounting evidence suggests that the EIP occupation of Nepefia was concen
trated on upper valley ridgetops and that pyramids were constructed in the 
middle valley only toward the end of this period. This dramatic change in 
valley settlement is reflected in the nearby Santa Valley. For those working on 
the North Central Coast, these observations suggest the viability of a research 
strategy which emphasizes the discovery of upper valley ridgetop sites or those 
marked by low visibility and relatively difficult access. Success in this venture 
will secure the emerging perspective that the EIP settlement of the North 
Central Coast was fundamentally different from that of neighboring parts of the 
coast. Why this was so is but one of a host of new questions which would 
certainly result from this realization. 
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Notes 

1. The EIP of the North Coast is not well dated in absolute terms (Topic 
1982:256); instead, there is a clear emphasis on relative dating. There is a 
like emphasis on relative dating for the Central Coast (e.g. Stothert-
1980:291, Table 1 ). As for the North Central Highlands, despite the recent 
publication of a series of radiocarbon dates (Grieder 1978:191-193), there 
remains an emphasis on relative dating (Ibid:75, Table 10). 

2. The Nepefta Valley has been arbitrarily divided into lower, middle, and upper 
parts (Proulx 1968:5). The difference in elevation at river level between 
different parts of the valley reflects a gradual rise from the lower through 
the middle parts of the valley and then a much more rapid incline through
out the upper part of the valley. These valley parts generally fall within 
the following ranges of elevation, respectively: 0-100 meters, 101-325 meters, 
and 326-1500 meters above sea level. 

3. The heaviest concentration of Moche III-IV sites, and the largest of them, in 
the Viru (Willey 1953:178-234) and Santa (Wilson 1981:52) Valleys are found 
at elevations equivalent to the middle Nepefta Valley. 

4. Numerous Gallinazo sites have been reported for the lower Viru (Willey 
1953:178-234) and lower Santa (Wilson 1981:47-52) Valleys. This suggests 
that, if there had been a Gallinazo occupation of Lacramarca, some evidence 
should have been found in the lower part of this valley, too. The absence 
of such evidence to date suggests that no such occupation occurred. 

5. Like Cerro Chacuascucho East, this is an upper valley ridgetop site charac
terized by large grinding stones and the remains of countless utilitarian 
vessels (Bonavia 1982:430). 

6. Elsewhere (Daggett 1985), I have discussed major differences between North 
Coast (Gallinazo) and North Central Coast (Chacuascucho) early EIP ceramic 
assemblages. These assemblages reflect distinct cultural traditions and one 
conclusion of this paper is that the early EIP assemblage of the North 
Central Coast draws inspiration from the cultural tradition of the Central Coast. 
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DUALITY IN PUBLIC ARCHITECTURE IN THE UPPER ZANA VALLEY, 
NORTHERN PERU 

Patricia J. Netherly 
University of Massa
chusetts 

Tom D. Dillehay 
University of Kentucky 

In the course of survey in the Zana Valley we found several sites whose 
internal architecture showed a marked dual patterning and others whose spatial 
relationship to one another on the landscape demonstrated a different, but still 
dual, configuration. In order to interpret this patterning we have drawn on 
cases derived from modern ethnographic studies as well as documentation of 
earlier Andean society by colonial Spanish observers. We have also drawn on 
the earlier archaeological work of Dillehay in the Chill6n Valley of the Central 
Coast ( 1976, 1979) and Netherly's interpretation of the organizational principles 
operative in the North Coast societies of the fifteenth and sixteenth centuries 
A.O. and their spatial correlations ( 1977, 1984 ). In comparing the Zana data 
with these other cases, we have been able to identify some of the different 
kinds of dual patterning which can be found in Andean sites and regional 
landscapes. This discussion will present the dual patterning we see in the Zana 
data and call attention to the diversity possible in such patterning in this 
valley and elsewhere in the Andes (Figure 1 ). • 

Four centuries ago, the haoan-hurin division of Inka society and the quadri
partite organization of their realm, Tawantinsuyu (literally the "realm of the 
four sections"), was noted by Spanish chroniclers and colonial administrators 
(Polo de Ondegardo [1567] 1916, cap. III; Castro y Ortega Morej6n [1558] 1936). 
Because these divisions were part of a form of social organization very differ
ent from the European model, they were accepted without comment or under
standing as a single social division without transcendental political, historical, 
or spatial importance. Those who, like Polo, had learned much about the 
indigenous system, did not find it necessary to pass this knowledge on to other 
Europeans. 

The failure of the early Spanish observers to deal with the dual organization 
of Inka society and the Inka state is hardly surprising. European political 
institutions provided the model against which Andean social and political 
organization were judged. There was no antecedent in European experience for 
a state organized around moiety and crossmoiety divisions with political, 
religious, and economic functions concentrated, not in the hands of a single 
monarch, but shared by a group of carefully ranked rulers who represented all 
the structural sections of the society (Zuidema 1964; Duviols 1979; Netherly 
1977, 1984, n.d.a., n.d.b.). 

New attention was directed toward the moiety system of the Inka by 
Zuidema (1964), who applied a structuralist analysis to the information offered 
by early Spanish and Andean observers and asserted that there had been two 

• Figures follow text, beginning on page 98. 
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contemporary rulers in Cuzco--one of the hanan and one of the hurin moiety-
throughout the Inka period. A recent reexamination of the historical sources 
by Duviols (1979) has provided an independent confirmation of a dual rulership 
or diarchy in Inka Cuzco. 

Netherly has found many organizational similarities between the model of 
Inka social and political organization presented by Zuidema and supported by 
Duviols and that of the contemporary society of the North Coast (1977, n.d.a., 
n.d.b.). The evidence from Spanish colonial written records of the sixteenth 
and seventeenth centuries for other areas of the Andes suggests that, while 
there may have been regional variation in institutional organization (division 
into three or ten parts, for example), there were organizational principles that 
were pan-Andean, foremost among them a primary dual division (Murra 1968; 
Zuidema 1964; Netherly 1977, 1984; Dillehay 1976, 1979). 

Initially, recognition and understanding of the scope and role of duality in 
Andean social organization came from contemporary ethnographic studies. In 
the course of the past 40 years, the dual and in some cases quadripartite 
organization of communities from all over the Andes has been reported (Argue
das 1964; Fonseca 1981; Houdart-Morizot 1976; Isbell 1978; Ossio 1976; Palomino 
Flores 1971; Wachtel 1974). This mode of organization is far-reaching. It 
functions as a means of organizing space within a settlement and across the 
landscape controlled by that community (Fonseca 1981; Isbell 1978; Ossio 1976; 
Palomino Flores 1971; Wachtel 1974). 

It is even possible to propose the existence of a generalized model of spatial 
organization for these traditional communities. The territory--pasturelands and 
cultivated fields--of the whole group is divided into two sections, usually by a 
river or stream. Each section is occupied by the members of one of the two 
moieties or else they claim land there. Streams, canals, or other topographic 
features may further divide the moiety territory into two or more parts, which 
are held by social subdivisions presently called ayllu or barrios (Arguedas 1964; 
Fonseca 1981; Houdart-Morizot 1976; Isbell 1978; Wachtel 1974). Where the 
cultivated land or pasture is irrigated, rights to the water of the canals 
irrigating the lands of a particular section (ayllu or barrio) are vested in it, as 
is responsibility for its upkeep. 

The contemporary use of the Spanish "barrio", literally a residential district 
in a town, emphasizes the fact that the nucleated settlements--the reducciones 
resulting from Spanish resettlement policies of the sixteenth century--replicate 
the organizational structure of the society in the location and definition of the 
residential quarters within them, despite the frequently artificial beginnings of 
these towns as arbitrary European administrative units. 

The pervasiveness and persistence of dual modes for the social organization 
of human groups in the Andes and the application of this organization to the 
fandscape within which these groups live is indeed remarkable. Considering the 
pressures to which this organization has been subjected in colonial times and in 
the nineteenth and twentieth centuries, its survival must be linked with funda
mental aspects of the culture. In the Andes, dual and quadripartite organiza
tion of the society serves as a mechanism for obtaining access to resources and 
to human energy, as well as offering protection against risk (Netherly n.d.c.). 
These are powerful motives for the continuance of the ancient, and efficient, 
pattern. This pan-Andean mode of organization is reflected in the colonial 
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records primarily through the political hierarchy, which was 
the social organization, and through corporate rights to 
(Netherly 1977, 1984, n.d. b ). 

embedded within 
land and water 

However, there are other modes for the dual ordering of people, relation
ships, and space in the Andes which can also be seen in both twentieth century 
and pre-European Andean society. These modes go beyond intra-group organ
ization. Setting up a relationship of dual opposition appears also to be a 
mechanism for ordering relationships between different groups across space and, 
we hypothesize, for the sharing of access to different economic resources by 
potentially competitive groups. 

Dillehay found in the Chill6n Valley, for example, that the modern settle
ment of Pucara, which occupies part of the prehistoric site of Pucara Bajo, is 
made up of two lineages: one from Arahuay, a community on the southern bank 
of the Rio Arahuay, a southern tributary of the Chill6n, and the other from 
Yaguay, a highland community on the north bank of the same river (1976, n.d.) 
(Figure 1 ). The families, members of lineages from these two different ethnic 
groups, are linked through the women, yet preserve their historic ethnic 
identities by living on the eastern (Arahuay) and western (Yaguay) sides of the 
prehistoric wall which divides the Pucara archaeological site and the modern 
settlement. The wall has stairways on either side to provide access to the 
other. These, together with the wall itself, are kept up by the residents of 
both ethnic groups, "for the sake of tradition". 

Pucara is a village on a main road to Lima. Why should the inhabitants of 
this community retain a residence pattern which makes contact between the 
families of the two ethnic groups inconvenient, but not impossible? By 
organizing themselves in a mode of dual opposition, these unrelated groups are 
able to live in proximity without being incorporated into a larger entity. Most 
members of each group are able to retain rights to land in their home territory, 
while cultivating lands traditionally held by their group in the Chill6n valley 
around Pucara. The archaeological work carried out by Dillehay in 1973 and 
1977 shows that this is an ancient pattern in this area (1976, n.d.). 

It is clear that, for contemporary Andean society, the various modes of dual 
organization appear to provide a general pattern from which an array of varia
tions can be derived for the organization of space in social and economic terms. 
A number of different models of such organization can be recognized in modern 
ethnographic studies and these can be used in turn as hypotheses for the 
interpretation of the use of space in the Prehispanic past. 

THE ORGANIZATION OF SPACE: REGIONAL LANDSCAPES AND THEIR REPLI
CATION IN THE CULTURAL TOPOGRAPHY OF INDIVIDUAL SETTLEMENTS 

The Evidence from 20th Century Ethnography 

Since it is the principles by which Andean peoples organized their society 
and the world in which they lived which seem to have endured the longest, we 
will begin with an examination of the persistence of dual and quadripartite 
divisions within contemporary Andean communities. In traditional Andean 
communities today the prehistoric lords are long gone but the social groupings 
persist, named or unnamed, because it is through them that individuals obtain 
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fundamental economic rights to land and water, organize their religious obser
vances, and in general act as social beings. Water, particularly flowing water 
in rivers, streams, or irrigation canals, frequently is used as a dividing median 
(Netherly 1984). Sometimes a dry watercourse or an abandoned canal forms the 
median line, preserving the association with water, however tenuous. Water is 
so important that its sources are considered sacred (Arguedas 1964; Isbell 1978). 
Thus, to the Andean mind, upstream groups rank higher than downstream 
groups. 

The community of Cuenca in the Central Andes was studied by Marie-France 
Houdart-Morizot (1976) and is a remnant of a larger colonial and Prehispanic 
polity which once had four divisions (Figure 2A). We can see that the river 
here forms a boundary today. The upstream territory is called Marca and 
corresponds to a social group called Wanaco. It is separated from the down
stream lands called Wansawchi of a group called Qollana. The division between 
the two sets of lands originates in the town, and is called Tikray in the 
agricultural zone. Within the town it is formed by the street called Azangaro 
or Chaupi. The name Chaupi means "middle". Again, within the town the 
higher-ranking Wanaco are upstream relative to the second moiety, Qollana 
(Figure 2B). There is a point to make here. Qollana is a Quechua term which 
usually refers to the most preeminent group of several. It appears that in Inka 
times this was the highest-ranking group because of the presence of Inka 
mitmaq groups in Cuenca, which were incorporated into Qollana. The reversal 
in rank and presumably a reordering of territory occurred when the indigenous 
groups (Marca, Wanaco) recovered their ancient hegemony on the departure of 
the Inka settlers after the arrival of the Europeans. 

In the community of Andamarca in the Central Andean highlands, Juan Ossio 
( 1976) found that the territory of Andamarca was divided into two parts two 
different ways (Figure 3A). The river divided the territory into left and right 
banks, which the people of Andamarca called valle and puna. There was also 
an upstream/downstream division which was called Hanan (upper) and Uray 
(lower). The village of Andamarca was located in both valle and Hanan 
sections, that is, in the highest-ranking sector of Andamarca. The correspond
ing settlement of Chiricre, while located upstream is on the lower-ranking puna 
side of the river. 

When we look at the organization of space in the town of Andamarca itself, 
we see that the high-low designation is preserved with Tuna ranking higher 
over Pata, which is lower land nearer the river (Figure 3B). The social group 
Qarmenqa is upstream relative to Antara and thus ranks higher. Note the 
position of the plaza and the street called Lima or Chaupis which is the median 
line between Tuna and Pata. 

In Chipaya in northern Bolivia, Nathan Wachtel (1974) found a dual and 
quadripartite division where the town of Chipaya was divided into higher
ranking Manasaya and lower-ranking Aransaya, which corresponded to an east
west division: Tuanta-Tajata (Figure 4A). In this town plan as in so many 
Andean towns, the church, as an outside institution, is the origin of the 
dividing line between Tuanta and Tajata. The fourfold division is expressed 
architecturally in the presence of four chapels, one of which is in ruins, which 
are identified with the groups living in the sector of town which surrounds 
them. The groups of the higher moiety are called Ushata and Waruta. Those 
of the lower moiety are called Tuanchajta and Tajachajta. The farmlands of 
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Chipaya abut on Lake Coipasa and are laid out in long strips (Figure 4B). The 
eastern territory of Tuan ta is separated from the western territory of Tajata by 
an abandoned canal called Taypi. The internal divisions within the lands of 
each moiety are also made by canals. 

The Evidence from Sixteenth Century Chicama 

If we turn now to the regional landscape of the Prehispanic period. we can 
see the creation of complexes of monumental architecture which appear to 
correspond to the same principles of organization. The sixteenth century 
material offered by the Chicama documentation provides written corroboration 
of the distribution of space described for contemporary communities (Netherly 
1977. 1984, n.d.a.). 

The map of the Chicama Valley shows the division of this valley between the 
late Prehispanic polities of Licapa and Chicama (Figure 5). Their territor} was 
divided by a long canal, no longer in existence, which passed to the north of 
Chocope. Within the polity of Chicama itself. there was a moiety division and 
subdivision into a total of four sections. The Chicama River Jivided the lands 
of the upper moiety from those of the lower. 

On the hill to the north of Chocope there is a complex of elite residential 
and administrative structures which we may assume was associated with the 
Prehispanic paramount lord of Chicama. just as the cacique principal of the 
mid-sixteenth century was to be found in the Spanish town of Chocope (Figure 
6). The lord of the second section of the higher-ranking moiety, Don Alonso 
Chuchinamo, is the only lord who can be associated from the written evidence 
with a named group, Cao, and the area called Cao. We located and mapped a 
elite residential compound at the late Prehispanic site called Cao Viejo in 
association with one of the four doctrlnas established by Domingo de Santo 
Tomas in Chicama (Figure 7). Cao territory was defined by the canal called 
Cao. which is the only canal remaining in the Chicama Valley bearing the name 
of an indigenous polity (Netherly 1977. 1984. n.d.a.). 

On the south side of the river there is a large elite complex with residential 
and administrative functions at Chiquitoy Viejo not far from the Spanish town 
and doctrina of Chicama (Figure 5). Finally, there was a large and important 
settlement near the mouth of the Chicama River on the south bank which has 
been largely destroyed. The Prehispanic canal system on this side of the river 
has been greatly modified to serve the sugar haciendas and · it is not possible to 
delimit the territory of the two southern sections of the lower moiety repre
sented by these sites (Netherly 1977, 1984, n.d.a.). 

Nevertheless. it would appear that in the Chicama Valley there was a 
predominance of the north bank over the southern one and of upstream over 
downstream, which is congruent with both the ethnographic information and 
with the sixteenth century documentation. 

Dillehay found that there were rather well-defined divisions between ethnic 
groups in the Chill6n Valley, particularly in the Middle Valley. In terms of the 
topography, it was the river and the lateral quebradas which served as the 
principal boundaries between ethnic groups. influencing the direction of 
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penetration onto the valley floor by highland groups, and in turn, determining 
which yunga and highland groups could interact with each other (Dillehay n.d.). 
Highland groups interacted with the yunga groups whose land adjoined the 
quebradas through which they entered the valley. 

Dual Patterning on Precolumbian Regional Landscapes 

The Peruvian architect and scholar, Carlos Williams Leon (1978-80), has 
provided us with the location of four major U-shaped temple complexes in the 
Lurin Valley just south of the city of Lima, Peru. These complexes correspond 
to the first millenium BC. Close observation will show that there are two 
complexes on each bank of the river and that the upstream complexes are 
architecturally more elaborate than the downstream ones, which are nevertheless 
impressive. The analogy to the ethnographic model we have just seen is very 
powerful and would lead us to hypothesize that different groups were respon
sible for each complex and that the higher-ranking ones correspond to the more 
elaborate upstream temple complexes. The Valley of Chancay to the north of 
Lima has also been surveyed by Williams (1978-80, 1980) and there is one of 
these monumental U-shaped complexes on the south bank of the river and one 
very large one on the north bank as well. In Figure 8, taken from Williams's 
1980 publication, it is evident that there are four smaller U-shaped structures 
on the north bank as well as one monumental one. The difference in scale of 
the architectural complexes suggests a difference in the size and organizational 
level of the groups which constructed and used them. Two of the smaller 
structures are clearly upstream from the others and the large complex might be 
construed as providing a median line. 

A second example comes from our survey in the Middle Zana Valley (Figure 
1). In the course of survey on the north side of the valley, we located two 
platform mounds on low ridges projecting onto the irrigated valley floor near 
the village of Macuaco. We designated these mounds Macuaco I and II, since 
they were separated by less than 500 m. and seemed to be a pair (Figure 9). 
Test excavations in Macuaco I indicated that the site had been continuously 
occupied from the Initial Period to the Late Horizon with a discontinuity 
between the first ceramic occupation and an underlying Preceramic occupation 
(Dillehay and Netherly 1983; Netherly and Dillehay n.d.; Dillehay and Netherly 
n.d.a.). The survey collection from Macuaco II indicates the same span of 
occupation. The long axis of these mounds appears to be oriented some 8 
degrees east of north, although excavation and more precise instruments are 
required to confirm this observation. Opposite these mounds on the south bank 
of the ·Zana River in and to the east of a hamlet called Viru are two larger 
platform mounds, again separated by some 500 m. and again apparently aligned 
between 5 and 10 degrees east of north. The ceramics found on these mounds 
also range from the Initial Period to the Late Horizon. 

The placement of these structures and the fact that unlike the situation in 
many other coastal valleys, they remained in use for over 3,000 years, suggests 
to us that they were associated with fundamental socio-political divisions on a 
pattern not dissimilar to that shown by the Early Horizon structures mapped by 
Carlos Williams in the valleys of the Central Coast. Moreover, as was the case 
in the examples from the Lurin and Chancay Valleys of the Central Coast 
presented by Williams, the two upstream platform mounds are larger than those 
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downstream and the two at Viru seem larger than those at Macuaco. Huaquero 
activity in 1982 revealed high-status Chimu tombs in the upper platform of 
Macuaco I, which strengthens the socio-political association of these mounds. 

DUAL PATTERNING IN THE ORGANIZATION OF PARTICULAR SETTLEMENTS 

Division of Settlements on the Median or Chaupi Line 

Returning to examples which are close in time to the European arrival in the 
Andes, let us look first at Tunanmarca, the principal town of one of the Huanca 
divisions of Jauja in the Central Andes. The pre-Inka settlement is divided into 
two parts, each of which is completely surrounded by a defensive wall. The 
two unequal parts of the settlement are separated by a broad corridor which is 
entirely walled and forms a median or chaupi line. At the center there are two 
plazas with rectangular structures which are architecturally atypical for these 
Huanca hilltop settlements and which are Inka (LeBlanc 1981; D'Altroy 1981 and 
personal communication). That the Inka occupation of this settlement should be 
found on the median line, just as the Catholic Church is in modern Andean 
settlements, is a reflection of the external nature of this domination. It 
describes the pattern of Inka occupation at other settlements such as Machaca 
in northern Bolivia or Chincha, where the two moieties were spatially segrega
ted as well (Alb6 et al. 1972; Craig Morris, personal communication). 

There are two sites in the Chill6n Valley which have a wall dividing the 
settlement and acting as the median or chaupi line (Dillehay 1976). The first is 
Pucara, which consists of two sectors: Pucara Alto and Pucara Bajo (Figure 1). 
Pucara Bajo is bisected by the modern highway from Canta to Lima and is 
affected by the modern settlement of Pucara which intrudes on the site. 
However, the most notable feature is the 2.2 meter high stone wall running 
north to south and dividing the site into western and eastern sectors. We have 
already noted the stone stairways which provide access over the wall. Prehis
panic nucleated villages of stone structures are found on both sides of the wall. 
There is an elite compound and a near-by platform mound which abuts the 
median wall in the western sector. The walling in this sector consists of a well 
bonded, double-coursed, rubble-filled masonry very like what is found on other 
sites downvalley. Dillehay also found that the. ceramics from this sector of the 
site resembled those from Huancayo Alto immediately to the west (Figure 1 ). 
However, among the ceramics collected from the surface on the eastern side 
were rimless sherds with highland paste types. 

There is no elite/ceremonial complex on the eastern side at Pucara Bajo. 
However, the dominating architecture at Pucara Alto is a large, stone-faced 
platform mound with two small rubble-filled mounds behind it to the south. 
There is also a three-room elite complex. If the wall dividing Pucara Bajo is 
projected southward, the Pucara Alto complex would lie to the east of it. The 
masonry at Pucara Alto is singlecoursed and similar to masonry found at Quivi 
Viejo and sites in the lower Arahuay drainage. On the basis of the ceramics, 
Dillehay places the occupation span of Pucara Bajo from the Early Intermediate 
Period to the Late Horizon. Pucara Alto, on the other hand, appears to have 
been occupied from the Late Middle Horizon through the Late Intermediate 
Period. No Inca ceramics were found at either site. Dillehay has interpreted 
Pucara Bajo as a boundary settlement between the Huancayo and Quivi ethnic 
groups at a point where an important route to the Jicamarca highlands enters 
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the Chill6n Valley, and notes the time depth evident for the occupation of the 
site. 

The other site in this valley with a median wall is Checta, just 1 km. to the 
east on the same side of the river (Figure 1 ). There is a large wall running 
north-south and dividing the site into eastern and western sectors. As at 
Pucara Bajo, there are stone stairways permitting passage over the wall. There 
are settlements on either side of the wall but no elite structures or platform 
mounds. The location of Checta is at a point which controlled passage up and 
down the valley. The site and its wall abut a large hill to the south. On the 
other side of the river there is a sheer drop on the mountainside which impedes 
upstream or downstream movement. Dillehay interprets Checta as being the 
boundary settlement between the coastal Colli and the highland Canta during 
the Late Intermediate Period and during the period of Inka domination, the 
boundary between the Canta and the mitmaq from Chacalla who were part of 
the Yauyos ethnic group from the highlands to the south (Dillehay 1976, 1979). 

The chaupi or median division at Tunanmarca expressed a moiety division 
within a single group. The installation associated with Inka domination was 
placed in the liminal no-man's-land between the walled enclosures of the 
moieties. The high dividing walls at both Pucara Bajo and Checta express a 
median dividing distinct ethnic groups. There is no architectural expression of 
superior authority. Clearly the division at Pucara Bajo was a local one, 
sanctioned by long occupation and the presence of ethnic authorities and public 
architecture. The ethnic groups divided at Checta represented larger polities 
whose political centers lay elsewhere and no architectural expression of local 
identification in the form of elite architecture or ceremonial complexes is found. 

Architectural Expressions of Dual Social and Political Structure 

A different instance of Inka occupation of an ethnic polity which expressed 
the dual social and political division in the architecture of its major settlement 
is found at Huancayo Alto in the Chill6n Valley to the north of Lima (Figure 
I). Here there are two elite residential structures of unequal size which date 
from the pre-Inka period (Figure 10). These structures were used and architec
turally modified under lnka occupation in conjunction with the presence upslope, 
that is to the south, of a large lnka storage complex and, at a short distance, 
an Inka administrative complex (Dillehay 1976, 1979). In this case both moieties 
of the Huancayo polity were represented and their lords were clearly involved 
in the functioning of the Inka center, but cannot be considered representatives 
of the Inka state. 

The dual patterning in the Chill6n appears to be a long-standing tradition. 
It can be traced back to the Early Horizon and may be still more ancient. 
Dillehay found that the Chavin occupation at Huancayo Alto in the Chill6n 
Valley included an area of residential occupation, an area of storage structures, 
and a pair of stone-faced mounds lying below the site closer to the river 
(Figure 11 ). This complex dated to between 800 and 900 B.C. (Dillehay 1976, 
1979). Of the two mounds, the southern one was the larger and had a stone
lined causeway which united it with a group of monoliths. Tests in this mound 
produced Early Horizon ceramics of local affiliation identical to those found in 
the storage area. Tests in the second mound produced Chavin ceramics which 
were external to the south bank of the Chill6n, but affiliated with settlements 
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from the north bank. There are no Early Horizon ceremonial complexes on the 
north bank of the Chill6n. Dillehay concludes that this pair of mounds 
represents an early Middle Valley north bank/south bank socio-political duality 
which culminated in Chavin times and was also expressed in the shared storage 
facility on the south bank. 

Turning again to monumental complexes of U-shaped temple architecture of 
the first millenium BC, we can consider both their internal structure, modalities 
of dual patterning, and the relationship of such dual complexes to a dual social 
structure. These relationships, which have been discussed for later periods as 
well as for the Formative Period, are also found in some Early Intermediate 
Period sites. 

In 1985 the Proyecto Arqueol6gico Zana-Niepos located a pair of small Early 
Intermediate Period mounds surrounded by an extensive area of habitation 
refuse just outside the hamlet of San Jose in the Nanchoc Quebrada (Figures I 
and 12). The mounds are low and covered by trees, which impeded accurate 
mapping. Figure 12 is based on a field sketch and is not to scale. It was 
clear, however, that the upstream mound, designated Huaca A, is larger than 
the downstream one. Excavation at this site should clarify the relationship 
between these two mounds which can only be hinted at here. 

Another example, also from the Zana survey, is the San Luis II complex from 
the Zana Valley itself (Figure 13). It was recorded by Dillehay and Netherly in 
1978 and mapped as part of the fieldwork carried out in 1985 (Dillehay and 
Netherly 1983; Netherly and Dillehay n.d.). The complex consists of two U
shaped structures oriented up-river and north of east. It is located on a desert 
pampa of the north bank of the Zana River. Unlike the monumental structures 
mapped by Carlos Williams, here the two mounds are almost equivalent in size 
and are separated by a distance of some 150 meters. The wall which divides 
them and the two parallel walls running north-south to the east of the southern 
structure are all much later and are related to a Late Intermediate Period 
occupation off the map to the south. 

The northern mound has not been subsequently modified and consists of a 
central structure with platforms and two roughly parallel wings extending north 
by east. There are two sets of dual entryways, at the entrance to the plaza 
formed by the wings and at the entry to the base of the central structure. 
The southern mound is somewehat larger and more elaborate and the extending 
wings appear to have been larger. The inequality of the wings is a regular 
feature in this architecture and may be an internal expression of a ranked dual 
opposition. The more complex architecture shown on the map may involve some 
late additions, but in any case the structure is larger than the one to the 
north. What is noteworthy is that this pair of U-shaped mounds is unique on 
this side of the river and, so far as we have been able to determine, in this 
part of the valley. One must suppose that only a portion of the population of 
this area was involved in the communal activities carried out at this pair of 
public structures and that the duality shown here may reflect the dual organ
ization of that group. Again, the planned excavation of this site should provide 
more evidence. 

Finally, in the light of the pamng of mounds seen in the Zana Valley and 
the Nanchoc Quebrada for later periods, we should consider the paired Middle 
to Late Preceramic mounds at the Cementerio de Nanchoc Site (Dillehay and 
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Netherly 1983, n.d.a., n.d.b.; Netherly and Dillehay 1985, n.d.). This site lies on 
both banks of a small seasonal stream which cuts the alluvial fan at the mouth 
of a lateral quebrada on the north side of the Nanchoc Quebrada valley about l 
km. from the modern town of Nanchoc (Figures 1 and 14). The test and block 
excavations carried out in 1981 and 1984-5 show that this is a multi-component 
site characterized by a pair of low, three-tiered mounds faced with aligned 
stones, which consist of a series of undisturbed architectural fills and living 
floors. The eastern or upstream mound appears to be the larger, but it has 
been heavily disturbed by the the modern cemetery. The western mound 
measures some 35 m. in length and ranges from 1 m. to 1.5 m. in height. There 
are dual entrances to the lowest platform of the western mound. It was not 
possible to determine whether they were repeated between the first and second 
platform levels. There is an associated processing area across the gully from 
the mounds where plant-processing, wood-working, and the manufacture of lime 
from calcite were carried out. Given the absence of domestic refuse, the type 
of artifacts recovered, and the presence of platform mound architecture, it is 
clear that this site was a public precinct where lime was extracted and wood 
processed. We hypothesize that the processed lime was used with coca, but as 
yet we have no direct evidence for the presence of coca at the site. In the 
light of the examples which have been presented here, however, we are more 
confident in suggesting that even at this early date the presence of two mounds 
is related to forms of dual organization which regulated the structure of the 
society. 

DISCUSSION 

Dual organization is very common throughout North and South America. 
This is well-known to ethnologists and has been for a long time. However, for 
the most part, archaeologists working in the Andean region of South America 
have not used this division as a paradigm in research design. Our purpose in 
presenting the ethnographic and archaeological examples given above has been 
to bring this fundamental organizational principal of Precolumbian Andean 
society to the attention of archaeologists working in this region and to 
demonstrate the powerful continuities between the ethnographic, ethnohistorical, 
and archaeological evidence. We have limited our presentation to only a few of 
the possible Prehispanic uses of duality as an organizing principle in the 
economic as well as socio-political spheres and have not attempted to deal with 
the use of this principle to organize cosmological or politico-religious relation
ships. 

The most important conclusion that emerges from the material presented 
here is that these same mechanisms were used to organize space, to domesticate 
as it were the vast expanses of the Andean landscape on the regional level, to 
organize groups within the context of a particular site, and to express relation
ships within the context of a particular archaeological complex. Although we 
have not emphasized this aspect of Andean duality, it is well to remember that 
for Andean peoples space has symbolic meaning and that a prehistoric Andean 
regional landscape, a particular settlement, or a particular structure all repre
sent symbolically organized space as well as a series of more pragmatic 
relationships. Andean dualism, as ethnologists are well aware, is tempered by a 
concept of intermediate space and intermediate status called chaupi. We have 
seen its direct expression in the walls dividing the Pucara Bajo and Checta 
settlements in the Chill6n Valley, and perhaps also in the late wall which 
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divides the two ceremonial structures at San Luis II in the Zana Valley. It is 
also seen in the use of the river to divide a regional organization of space as 
indicated by Carlos Williams's settlement pattern data from the Lurin and 
Chancay Valleys and by the organization of the Viru and Macuaco platform 
mounds from our own research in the Zaiia Valley. The construction of paired 
structures, whether public in function as the paired mounds at Cementerio de 
Nanchoc and San Jose in the Nanchoc Quebrada or the paired Early Horizon 
structures at Huancayo Alto, or socio-political as the elite residential buildings 
at Huancayo Alto, force us to look at intra-site organization differently than 
has been done heretofore. The evidence from the reconstruction of the 
organization of North Coast irrigation and the field survey from the Chill6n 
Valley both suggest, as do the ethnographic accounts, that it is possible to 
reconstruct the core territory of many prehistoric Andean polities and ethnic 
groups as well as to demonstrate the presence of more than one hierarchical 
level with considerably more sophistication than has been possible in the past. 
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Figure 8. U-shaped mounds of the Chancay 
Valley on the Central Coast. Note the differ
ence in scale between the four smaller 
structures and the two larger ones. The 
placement of the four small mounds with 
regard to the larger one is also significant. 
After Williams 1980. 
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ANALYSIS OF ORGANIC REMAINS FROM HUAMACHUCO QOLLQAS 

Coreen E. Chiswell 
University of Califor
nia, Los Angeles 

The Huamachuco Archaeological Project is a long term study being carried 
out in the north highlands of Peru. Although the project itself has a number 
of aims and interests, the work reported here was devised to address the 
identification of storage in architectural remains (Chiswell 1984). 

Storage facilities have been identified in a number of locations in the 
Huamachuco region. The majority of the facilities are related to the Inca 
occupation of the area, but facilities dating to earlier times have also been 
found. However, there are also large sites in the area where storage has yet 
to be identified or is seemingly not present at all. Most notable in this 
category is the area's largest site, Marcahuamachuco, which was occupied and 
politically important for over six hundred years. 

The absence of storage facilities at Marcahuamachuco is curious. The site 
itself is physically removed from any agricultural land and it does not seem 
unreasonable that food storage must have been undertaken, if for no other 
reason than to support the large population estimated for the city. Therefore, 
it seems likely that stockpiling at Marcahuamachuco occurred in facilities that 
have yet to be positively identified. Thus, the project was interested in 
considering methods of addressing this problem. 

For a number of reasons, the choice of analytical technique fell to phytolith 
analysis. The study of botanical silica was originated by botanists and soil 
scientists, but has been applied to archaeological questions with increasing 
frequency in the past decade. However, there had been no previous application 
of the phytolith analysis for the purpose described here and it was necessary to 
"test" the technique under conditions permitting greater control over the 
variables involved. The application chosen was to consider the question of 
storage in more obvious facilities, the Late Horizon qollqas (storage structures) 
which were identified in the area in 1981 (Topic and Topic 1982:10). 

To confirm the results of the phytolith work, it was necessary to draw on 
independent sources of information, and the qollqas were also submitted to more 
"traditional" methods of analysis--excavation and flotation. This research will 
be described first and then compared with the results of the phytolith study. 

In terms of location, Huamachuco's storage complex seems to be most similar 
to the facilities associated with the site of Hatun Xauxa in the Mantaro Valley 
(Earle et al. 1980:30-35)--both are dispersed groups of storerooms arranged on 
the hills in the immediate vicinity of the Inca settlement (which, in our case, is 
thought to underlie the present day town of Huamachuco). 

The Huamachuco storage facilities consist of five groups of qollqas on three 
hills southwest of town: Cerro Santa Barbara, Cerro Mamorco, and Cerro 
Cacatian. Cerro Santa Barbara is the largest of the groups and has 72 qollqas 
arranged on four terraces. However, preservation is not good and this count is 
a minimum, reflecting only the buildings which are still physically represented. 
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The size of the terrace system suggests that the original count may have been 
considerably larger. Cerro Mamorco has three rows of qollqas physically 
isolated from each other. Cerro Cacai\an has the fewest storerooms, but also 
has a number of larger associated buildings, which are thought to have served 
administrative purposes. 

The minimum number of Inca qollqas at Huamachuco is therefore 144. The 
storage facility is thus not a large one, particularly when compared with the 
figures available from Inca sites further south. A number of other differences 
from other known Inca storage complexes can also be identified. 

Unlike the pattern reported elsewhere (for example, Morris 1967), both 
circular and rectangular building forms are not represented in the Inca facilities 
of Huamachuco. Rather, all five complexes consist exclusively of rectangular 
buildings of relatively uniform architectural characteristics. However, despite 
this difference, Huamachuco's structures are consistent enough with the general 
pattern of Inca storage (Morris 1971:137-138) to support their identification as 
qollqas. Built of stone, they are situated along the contours of the hills on 
which they are located. They average between S and 7 meters in length and 
2.5 to 4 meters in width. Doors are rarely preserved, indicating that they were 
probably elevated; the door of one example at Cerro Mamorco was raised 35 
centimeters above present ground level. 

Excavations conducted at qollqas on each of the three hills have revealed 
interesting differences in structural detail between the three groups.1 The 
Cerro Santa Barbara qollqas have three low parallel walls on which a raised 
floor was likely supported. The floor treatment of the Cerro Mamorco and 
Cerro Cacaiian qollqas was somewhat different. The excavated examples on 
these hills are transected by three parallel subfloor canals, in all but one 
example. Where preservation is good, the canals proved to open through both 
the up- and downslope sides of the qollqa walls. Thus, excavation has revealed 
two very different approaches to floor construction that seem to occur in 
separate parts of the storage complex. 

A consideration of the facilities with respect to the differing storage 
requirements of different products helps provide a tentative interpretation for 
the structural differences observed between qollqas (see also, Morris 1981). Of 
the two types of construction, the one that resulted in a raised floor (Cerro 
Santa Barbara) would probably have been the most effective means of minimi
zing humidity. The qollqas with canals would probably have been more humid 
inside because of the more direct contact with the soil below. In addition, 
humidity inside the qollqas could have been further raised by using the canals 
to channel water under the structures. From what is known of the storage 
requirements of maize and tubers, it might be hypothesized that maize and 
possibly other dry goods were being stored at Cerro Santa Barbara and tubers 
at the other two sites. 

The analysis of the minimal amounts of non-modern plant material recovered 
by flotation tends to confirm this interpretation. Soil samples from the two 
qollqas excavated at Cerro Cacaiian produced only modern botanical material 
with the exception of a very small amount of fragmentary wood charcoal. The 
Cerro Mamorco samples yielded slightly more material, including carbonized seed 
fragments of two unidentified, presumably non-food, species from the first 
qollqa, a few burned maize fragments from the third qollqa, and small amounts 
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of fragmentary wood charcoal from all three. The best recovery of botanical 
material was from the Cerro Santa Barbara samples, which produced much larger 
quantities of burned maize and wood charcoal. Thus, the storage facilities 
which were thought to be devoted to dry storage on the basis of their raised 
floors produced the most maize. The anomalous example in terms of this 
interpretation is the recovery of maize at Cerro Mamorco. However, it should 
be noted that while the structure involved did not have a raised floor, it also 
did not seem to have the sub-floor canals which were observed in the other 
buildings at the site and so is anomalous in terms of its structure as well as its 
contents. Thus, the general correlation of raised floors with maize and dry 
storage and of sub-floor canals and tubers would seem to hold. 

Before turning to the work done with phytoliths, one other example of 
storage facilities in the Huamachuco area should be mentioned. These facilities, 
at the site of Cerro Amaru, are of interest because they present an interesting 
comparison to the facilities already described. 

In addition to other architecture, Cerro Amaru has a group of structures 
arranged in four rows along the contour of the hill. The structures are made 
of unmodified stone and have a circular form approximately 6 meters · in 
diameter. Despite all the features which would lead to their identification as 
another portion of the Inca storage facility, the ceramics recovered from 
excavation have led to a Middle Horizon assignment. This interpretation is sup
ported by radiocarbon ages which are in marked contrast to those from the 
Cerro Santa Barbara qollqas: 

Cerro Amaru 

Cerro Santa Barbara 

1270±80; A.O. 
1550±60; A.O. 
395±75; A.O. 
475±65; A.O. 

680 (UGa 4870) 
400 (UGa 4871) 

1550 (UGa 4661) 
1475 (UGa 4662). 

Notwithstanding the early date of the structures, excavation of two of the 
buildings identified a number of features that indicate they may have been 
constructed as storehouses. The inner wall of each example was ringed by a 
low bench and the floor bisected by a low wall. The upper- and lowermost 
points of the outer wall were perforated by holes which may have enhanced 
ventilation. Thus, it seems that the storage concerns were similar to those 
identified on Cerro Santa Barbara. A floor resting on the bench and medial 
wall and provided with ventilatio.n would probably have served to create an 
environment of low humidity, favoring grains over tubers. 

To summarize, the present picture of storage in the Huamachuco region is of 
a complex of structurally different rectangular qollqas dating to the Late 
Horizon and of a series of circular qollqas which date earlier. The former 
facility appears to have been devoted to both maize and tuber storage, whereas 
there is only evidence to suggest maize storage at the latter. It remains to 
discuss the attempt to use phytolith analysis to confirm or augment these 
conclusions. 

I 

The analysis of phytoliths has only recently been applied extensively in 
archaeological research. Numerous archaeological problems have been addressed 
by studies of phytoliths, ranging from paleo-environmental reconstruction to 
analysis of diet (Pearsall 1982; Rovner 1983 ). However, one of the most signifi
cant contributions has been made in the field of identifying cultivated species, 
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such as the work done towards identifying maize at Real Alto, Ecuador (Pearsall 
1979: 135-150). The success of studies such as these in identifying specific 
plants was one of the reasons for the decision to test phytolith analysis in the 
study of storage facilities. However, other reasons can be cited concerning the 
properties of phytoliths themselves and the shortcomings of alternative techni
ques. 

Despite the fact that it has been used in other types of archaeological 
research, a number of reasons argued against the use of pollen analysis. Large 
amounts of pollen would not be expected in qollqa soils because of factors of 
preservation as well as the fact that the pollen-producing parts of plants are 
unlikely to have been stored. Such factors as contamination from airborne 
sources would further complicate the interpretation of any results obtained. In 
contrast, the properties of phytoliths make their presence in qollqa soils much 
more likely. Phytoliths are composed of a silica compound that is highly 
resistant to alteration. Unlike pollen, phytoliths are deposited into the soil at 
the site of plant decay and are less subject to wind transportation. Further
more, studies have indicated that relatively little movement of phytoliths occurs 
within undisturbed soils once deposition occurs (for example, Beavers and 
Stephen 1958). Thus, one can expect to find concentrations of phytoliths in the 
immediate location of their deposition. 

In addition to these factors, other arguments can be made to support the 
decision to use phytolith analysis in the storage situation outlined earlier. 
Evidence from other Inca studies indicates that different types of plants were 
stored separately, for no other reason than differing storage requirements 
(Morris 1981 ). Because of this separation, it is reasonable to expect that a 
limited variety of plants would be represented in any one qollqa. Thus, the 
phytolith sample from a qollqa should be simplified in terms of the number of 
forms recovered. 

The amount of plant material present in a qollqa is also likely to be greater 
than in non-storage contexts. Although there is record of looting of stores by 
the Spanish, other evidence indicates that it is not unlikely that some stores 
were never removed from the qollqas. The chronicler Polo describes additions 
being made annually to qollqas even though some materials deteriorated before 
their use (Murra 1980:133). The recovery of macrobotanical remains. from other 
highland storage situations (D' Altroy and Hastorf 1984:345-346) also suggests 
that at least some plants remained in the qollqas long enough to decompose and 
contribute their phytoliths to the qollqa soils. 

The project undertaken involved two different types of analysis. Because 
phytolith work is a relatively young field, there are still large numbers of 
species which have yet to be studied in terms of their silica content. Predic
tions can be made on the basis of generalities--grass species tend to contain 
much more silica than non-grass species--but the discipline is far from the time 
when descriptive taxonomic guides will be available for even limited numbers of 
species. Complicating this issue is the fact that phytolith quantities and kinds 
vary between parts of plants as well as between species. For a study con
cerned with the identification of specific parts of specific plants, the necessary 
first step was to analyze these parts in order to characterize their silica 
content. Having accomplished this, the second step of the study was to extract 
the silica from soil samples taken from the qollqas and to analyze it with 
respect to the conclusions drawn from the first part of the study. 
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On the basis of ethnohistoric accounts and archaeological work elsewhere, a 
total of 35 plants or parts of plants were identified as storage possibilities. 
These samples included the edible portion of a variety of both highland and 
non-highland crops, as well as related items such as maize cobs and peanut 
shells. Also included were a number of plants which, although inedible, were 
also thought likely to have been present in storage situations. Included in this 
category are a number of grass species which may have been used in the 
packing of stored foods, particularly tubers. 

The samples selected were submitted to acid digestion in order to liberate 
the silica from the surrounding plant tissue. The digestion process produces a 
dried sample which is mounted for microscopic analysis using Canada balsam 
(See Kaplan and Bonnier, Appendix, this volume). Biogenic silica assumes a 
number of forms depending on where it is deposited in the plant's cells. The 
first observation made was a note of whether silica was present and the 
relative amounts of each kind of silica. A more detailed analysis was then 
made of the plants which contained short cells, the type of phytoliths which 
have proved to be most profitably studied in previous research. 

Four of the samples tested--peanut, peanut shell, pumpkin seed, and potato 
flesh--had either no silica or such small quantities as to be discounted from 
further analysis. The remaining samples had varying amounts of the various 
kinds. The majority of the samples had quantities of the kinds of silica which 
are considered to be relatively undiagnostic, but no short cells. However, seven 
samples were found to contain large enough numbers of short cells to be consi
dered significant. 

The seven samples with short cells in abundance were all, not surprisingly, 
members of the grass family: four varieties of maize cob, 2 ichu grass, cafia 
brava, and an unidentified species of grass collected in the market from a 
chipa, a framework bundle stuffed with leaves used for carrying produce. Each 
of these samples was submitted to closer analysis and counts of the occurrences 
of the various short cell forms were made. 

When phytoliths are mounted on slides, they become aligned in a number of 
different positions. It has traditionally been the case when analyzing such 
slides to ignore all phytoliths which are in a "rotated" position (Twiss, et al. 
1969). However, recent studies have demonstrated that useful information can 
be obtained from the three-dimensional morphology of a short cell and increas
ing emphasis has thus been placed on trying to observe the shape of a short 
cell in all positions (Piperno 1984). 

The approach adopted for this study is something of a compromise between 
the two extremes. The samples were mounted in a permanent medium in order 
to prevent sampling duplication and could not be rotated in order to observe all 
dimensions. However, observations were made of as many of the characteristics 
as possible for each short cell encountered. Three separate traits- -shape-of
top, shape-of-side, and shape-of-bottom--were observed and classified in terms 
of a key that was devised on the basis of the forms observed in the plant 
samples. Approximately 240 short cells were recorded for each of the samples 
studied. 

The plant analysis identified four plants--cafia brava, "chipa", ichu, and 
maize--which could be distinguished from each other on the basis of their short 
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cells. This conclusion permits several suggestions to be made concerning the 
interpretation of the soil samples. Given that tubers are thought to have been 
stored in layers of vegetation, the recovery of a sample with a short cell 
distribution which resembles that of ichu or chipa might indicate the remains of 
tuber storage. On the other hand, a distribution which more closely resembles 
that of maize would lead to a different interpretation. Similarly a sample which 
strongly resembled that of cafia brava would lead to a third interpretation based 
on the fact that cafia brava has been recovered as part of fallen thatched roofs 
from other Huamachuco sites. 

Obviously, these predictions are based on the assumption that the phytolith 
contribution from the plants involved in storage situations will be so high as to 
completely mask any other source of silica. Unfortunately, the results which 
have been obtained from the analysis of soil samples to date tend to prove this 
assumption to be overly optimistic. 

Phytoliths are extracted from soil samples using the principle of flotation-
because they have a lighter specific gravity than the matrix in which they are 
contained, phytoliths can be separated by floating the sample in a liquid with a 
specific gravity of approximately 2.6. 

Extractions were carried out for a total of 25 soil samples representing 8 
structures, as well as for control samples collected at each of the three 
locations where excavations were conducted in 1983 (Cerro Cacafian, Cerro 
Mamorco, and Cerro Amaru).3 The samples were submitted to exactly the same 
analytical procedure as the plants--for each sample approximately 240 short 
cells were observed and characterized according to the classification key 
developed for the plant samples. The resulting data were then submitted to two 
different kinds of comparisons. 

The first comparison was between all the soil samples from a single building 
and the corresponding control sample for the site involved. The purpose was to 
identify those samples which could not be distinguished from the controls and 
which could therefore be considered as contaminated or indicative of nothing 
more than the soil naturally present at the site. Then the soil samples were 
compared to the plant samples to see if any specific plants could be identified. 

The result of the first part of the analysis was the identification of two 
structures in which none of the soil samples could be distinguished from the 
control sample. These two structures at Cerro Cacafian were thus not included 
in the remaining analysis because there was nothing to differentiate their soil 
from that of the rest of the hill. 

When compared with the information collected from the plant samples, five 
of the six remaining qollqas yielded at least one positive result. All of the 
positive identifications except one were with the species of ichu grass. On the 
basis of these results it would seem that ichu was present in both of the Cerro 
Amaru storerooms tested, as well as in all three of the excavated Cerro 
Mamorco qollqas. The sole remaining positive identification was of blanco 
maize cob at one of the Cerro Amaru storerooms. 

Interpretation of these results is somewhat equivocal. One of the Cerro 
Amaru storerooms produced evidence of maize, the crop predicted to be stored 
at that site. The Cerro Mamorco qollqas produced indications of ichu, which 
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may represent the packing material that would be expected in conjunction with 
tuber storage (again the crop predicted for the site). However, the evidence of 
ichu at Cerro Amaru confuses the whole picture. This grass may represent 
fallen roofing material, in which case the interpretation of the Cerro Mamorco 
qollqas must also be called into question. Therefore, the results of the 
phytolith work with respect to the question of storage must be considered 
somewhat conditional. 

In conclusion, it should be emphasized that there exist a number of possibil
ities for the refinement of the techniques adopted here. An analysis of all 
forms of silica, and not just the short cells, may augment the information 
available from analysis. An increase in the number of samples collected and 
processed from storage sites might identify sources of variation that have been 
masked in this study. And the analysis of more plants native to the Huama
chuco region, particularly the grasses, may help to clarify some of the external 
sources of contamination. Thus, the analysis of phytoliths in storage situations 
has yet to reach the stage of refinement at which it could be usefully applied 
to the situation at Marcahuamachuco described in opening. However, with 
continued research the technique would still seem to hold considerable promise. 
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Notes 

l. Three qollqas on Cerro Mamorco, two on Cerro Cacaiian, and an associated 
structure on Cerro Cacaiian were excavated in the 1983 field season. This 
information was augmented by the excavation of parts of four qollqas on 
Cerro Santa Barbara in 1982. Unfortunately, no soil samples from the Cerro 
Santa Barbara qollqas were available for phytolith analysis. 

2. Short cells were present in the maize kernel samples, but only in relatively 
small numbers. The forms of the short cells were identical to those 
observed for the cob samples and it is likely they are the result of pieces of 
cob adhering to the kernels after shelling takes place. 

3. Control samples were taken in the vicinity of each group of qollqas (but 
removed from the actual architectural remains) in order to assess the nature 
of the phytoliths contributed by the naturally occurring vegetation in each 
area. 
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